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A Word to the Reader
In our fast-paced and dialectically mixed world
problems of humankind are coming into force. Global
problems of modern age, vision of future world,
harmonization of individual and social life, solution
of these and many other problems will be defined by
qualities of individual both as subject and object of
civilizational and innovation development.
The current crisis is resulting from one-dimensional priority of material values, directives of popular
materialism which is generating vision of a human
being as employee–manufacture. Techno-humanitarian gap between technology development level and
culture is distorting a true human role in evolutionary
development of the world. Just the human creativity is
the ground of his active participation in development
of a new civilization.
It is known that the future is arising from present.
And the present is calling for development a new human science. The new science had to be natural and
humanitarian synthesis: subject for study – a human
being, his research methodology – is taken from the
humanities; method – theoretical modelling- is taken
from natural sciences. And basics of such synthesis are
already created by efforts of domestic and, in some
degree, foreign researchers.
Research papers devoted to socio-humanism as
the basics of a new civilization will be published in our
new magazine.
Problems of humanology will be studies as
human phenomena from the new perspective – the
system theory of human capital assets.

The range of problems investigating in the magazine is rather completely describes a human being as
individual, a member of social medium and suburban
resident (biosphere). The range of these problems
includes: structural energy and life; humanity; national
wealth; human capital assets and life quality; ergodynamic model of a man; energy and time; sociohumanism and human qualification.
All these problems viewed in indissoluble unity
with development of market economy and its problems. Place and role of a human being in economy,
problems of ecological and economic education,
young people learning, generation of ecological sense
in the outside world will take the principle place in the
magazine. Problems of individual, of his harmonious
development, improvement of human capital assets
will be the focus of attention of the magazine.
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